
Specifications

Modes of operation 3 modes:  Mode 1: slit only. Mode 2: matrix remove only. Mode 3: slit and matrix remove

Input roll core control Clutch with manual adjustment available

Number of motorised cores 2 motorised cores (finished label rewinder and matrix waste re-winder)

Speed Up to 10m or 32 feet per minute

Mandrel core diameter 76mm (3")

Maximum input and output roll diameter 250mm (9.85")

Material web width 102mm to 216mm (4" to 8.5")

Recommended roll length 215m (705 feet)

Make ready waste 30cm or 1 foot

Slitting knives supplied 4 blades included

Maximum number of slitting knives 8 blades can be mounted maximum (optional)

Slitting blade redundancy Square knife which has 4 cutting corners which can be used before needing replacement

Minimum slitting width 25mm

Label rewind mandrels One - motorised variable speed with label face out for finished label distribution

Matrix waste rewind mandrels One - motorised variable speed

Consumables Slitting knives

Weight 45kg, 185lbs

Size (LxHxW) 820mm (32.3"), 560mm (22"), 470mm (18.5")

Power 100-240 Vac Power Supply, 50-60 Hz, input of 24V , 5A

Certifications CE, ROHS, WEE, HI-POT, FCC

Warranty 12 months standard

System specification

Intec LSMR215 footprint
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Slitting and matrix removal for roll labels
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With frequent changes in labelling regulations and a stronger-than-ever demand for customised and private labels – the 
holding of large stocks is no longer an environmentally friendly option, nor is it commercially realistic. 

The way forward: Your inventory of pre-cut label media can be reduced by only producing what you need 
- when you need it. The Intec LP215 digital label printing solution allows you to quickly and easily print 
labels on-demand, on roll media that has either been pre-die-cut or is a plain non-cut label material.  

If you print on pre-die-cut label material, you may need to slit your labels for maximum efficiency. 
Alternatively, if you are printing on pre-die-cut material with the matrix retained (so you can 
bleed colour off the edges of your labels), then you will need to remove the matrix (waste) area 
from your labels prior to sale or application.  In either of these cases the Intec LSMR215 will 
provide a cost-effective solution to slit and/or remove the matrix waste.

Total control: Alternatively, if wish to cut uniquely shaped labels, that frequently change, then 
you will need to print on plain non-die-cut label stocks and finish/cut them afterwards 
on Intec’s LCF215 label finishing system.  

The LCF215 uses digital cutting technology to cut any shape on demand, then 
laminates, strips the matrix, slits and rewinds your labels - the perfect solution for 
total labelling control!

The choice is yours: The addition of a label slitting and matrix removal system or a 
full label finishing system to your workflow, provides a superb digital label solution, 
capable of producing stunning labels on a vast range of substrates. A must-have 
setup for any business with a requirement for high quality, short to medium run label 
printing on-demand.

Label Slitter & Matrix Remover  

This incredibly compact unit includes two motorised core holders, one to rewind your finished labels, and one to 
rewind the waste matrix material (when required). The input roll holder, also provides a manually adjusted clutch 
system for easy roll loading and to provide tension for precision label slitting and  
optimum matrix removal performance.

Precision-controlled slitting knives, which can be positioned anywhere 
across the web and have a minimum slit width of 25mm.

4 knives are supplied as standard, with a maximum capacity of 8 knives.  
In addition, running costs are extremely low as each knife is square, and 
has 4 cutting corners that can all be used before replacement.

Powered matrix waste core, strips waste matrix from pre-cut labels.  Finished label rolls are re-wound on a further motorised core at speeds 
of up to 10m per minute.

  3 Operating modes:  Slit only, remove matrix only,   
slit and remove matrix simultaneously

  2 Powered cores/re-wind motors

  Slit your digitally printed labels reliably at impressive  
speeds of up to 10 metres per minute

  Up to 8 blades maximum for 9 slits  
(minimum 25mm wide)

  Supplied with 4 slitter blades as standard

  Slitting knives are square, with 4 cutting corners  
that can all be used before replacement

  Accepts up to a 250mm outer diameter roll

   Short webbing path for minimum waste,  
quick and easy removal of matrix

Intec Printing Solutions is proud to introduce the 
new LSMR215 label slitter and matrix removal 
solution. The LSMR215 was developed as an 
affordable, class-leading solution to provide users 
of digital label printers with the ability to slit labels 
and remove waste matrix from pre-die-cut labels, 
either independently or simultaneously. 

Labelling on demand

Benefits


